Abstract-Hybrid analog and digital precoding allows millimeter wave (mmWave) systems to achieve both array and multiplexing gain. The design of the hybrid precoders and combiners, though, is usually based on the knowledge of the channel. Prior work on mmWave channel estimation with hybrid architectures focused on narrowband channels. Since mmWave systems will be wideband with frequency selectivity, it is vital to develop channel estimation solutions for hybrid architecturesbased wideband mmWave systems. In this paper, we develop a sparse formulation and compressed sensing-based solutions for the wideband mmWave channel estimation problem for hybrid architectures. First, we leverage the sparse structure of the frequency-selective mmWave channels and formulate the channel estimation problem as a sparse recovery in both time and frequency domains. Then, we propose explicit channel estimation techniques for purely time or frequency domains and for combined time/frequency domains. Our solutions are suitable for both single carrier-frequency domain equalization and orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing systems. Simulation results show that the proposed solutions achieve good channel estimation quality, while requiring small training overhead. Leveraging the hybrid architecture at the transceivers gives further improvement in estimation error performance and achievable rates.
beamforming/combining stage to avoid the power consumption of the typical all-digital solution used at lower frequencies [2] - [4] . Further, operating at mmWave frequencies complicates the estimation of the channel because the signalto-noise-ratio (SNR) before beamforming is low and the dimensions of the channel matrices associated with mmWave arrays [2] , [5] are large. While mmWave channel estimation has extensively studied in the last few years, most prior work assumed a narrowband channel model. Since mmWave systems are attractive due to their wide bandwidth, developing efficient mmWave channel estimation for frequency-selective channels is of great importance.
A. Prior Work
To avoid the explicit estimation of the channel, analog beam training solutions were proposed [6] - [8] . In beam training, the transmitter and receiver iteratively search for the beam pair that maximizes the link SNR [6] , [8] , [9] . This approach is used in IEEE standards like 802.11ad [10] and 802.15.3c [11] . The directional antenna patterns can be realized using a network of phase shifters. While analog beam training works for both narrowband and wideband systems, the downside is that the solution supports mainly a single communication stream; extensions to multi-stream and multi-user communication are possible but generally incur much higher overhead.
Exploiting sparsity has been critical in formulating practical channel estimators in the hybrid MIMO architecture [4] , [12] . The reason is that the analog precoding and combing stages act to perform spatial compression, reducing the dimensionality of the channel observed in the digital domain compared to the channel at the antennas. When sparsity is employed, a succession of different precoders and combiners are used to make the compressive measurements. Then, decomposing the uncompressed channel to expose the dictionary in which the channel parameters are sparse, an optimization problem is solved to determine the locations of the sparse coefficients and their values. This approach is different from beam training [6] , [8] , [9] , which attempts to find the beams that point in the most promising directions and not estimating the channel. In compressive methods, the analog beamformers and combiners are selected to make measurements in several directions.
There are several solutions for compressive channel estimation in frequency-flat mmWave channels [12] - [15] , [15] - [20] . In the frequency-flat, narrowband case, the sparsity 0733-8716 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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in the angular domain is exploited by making use of the extended virtual channel model [2] . Essentially, the MIMO channel is written in terms of dictionary matrices built from the transmit and receive steering vectors evaluated on a uniform grid of possible angles of arrival and departure (AoA/AoD). These dictionary matrices operate as a sparsifying basis for the channel matrix. Using that formulation, several channel estimation algorithms that use compressed sensing (CS) tools have been developed for hybrid architectures [12] - [16] , where the training / measurement matrices are designed using hybrid precoders and combiners. These techniques differ in the way these measurement matrices search for the dominant angles of arrival and departure. Solutions that make use of adaptive compressed sensing [12] , [17] , [18] , random compressed sensing [13] - [15] , [19] , [20] , joint random and adaptive compressed sensing [15] were studied. Other noncompressed sensing techniques were also developed for mmWave channel estimation using subspace estimation [21] , overlapped beams [22] , and auxiliary beams [23] . A main limitation of [12] - [15] and [21] - [23] is that mmWave channel bandwidths will be large (in fact the main motivation for using millimeter wave) and the underlying channels are better modeled as frequency-selective.
B. Contributions
In this paper, we propose and evaluate a new approach for estimating wideband mmWave channels based on sparse recovery. Unlike prior work for narrowband and frequencyflat channels [12] - [15] , [21] - [23] , we redefine the sparsifying dictionaries to account for the sparse nature of wideband frequency-selective mmWave channels in both the angular and the delay domains. Our formulation explicitly accounts for bandlimiting filtering, which spreads the contributions of multi-paths in the channel among several discrete-time channel taps. Once the channel is written in terms of the sparsifying dictionary matrices, the hardware constraints associated with the analog precoding stage are also introduced into the formulation of the channel estimation problem. This allows application of various algorithms on sparse reconstruction from the CS literature.
In formulating our algorithm, we incorporate key system constraints associated with the analog precoders and combiners. As with prior work in the narrowband case [14] , we assume that the precoders and combiners are frequency flat and are generated using a fully connected architecture with digitally controlled quantized phase shifters. Unlike other work, though, we also account for the finite switching time required to reconfigure the phase shifters from one value to another [24] . As a result, our proposed system performs training using a series of zero-padded Single Carrier -Frequency Domain Equalization (SC-FDE) frames or Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) symbols. Each SC-FDE frame or OFDM symbol is transmitted using a single analog precoder and received with a single analog combiner; the analog portions are reconfigured during the guard interval. By using zero padding instead of a cyclic prefix, the distortion incurred during switching can be neglected. This changes the effective received signal model and means that prior work assuming the usual cyclic prefix during training like [25] - [27] does not apply. To the best of our knowledge there are no prior work on wideband millimeter channel estimation that identify the hardware limitations and the subsequent signal processing necessary to circumvent them.
The main contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We define an appropriate sparsifying dictionary for frequency-selective mmWave channels. This dictionary depends on the transmit and receive array steering vectors evaluated on a uniform grid of possible AoAs/AoDs, and also on a band-limiting filter evaluated on a uniform grid of possible delays. This key step leads to a representation of the MIMO channel matrix that leverages the sparse structure of the mmWave channel in both the angular and delay domains. Unlike the prior work in [25] and [27], we do not limit the channel model to a virtual channel model, wherein the sparsifying dictionary is square. Note that with the virtual channel model, the additional step of shaping may be used to avoid the error due to quantization, as elaborated in [27] . Our representation is more general and gives better flexibility to define the sparsifying dictionary to get the required level of accuracy for the channel estimates.
• We present an algorithm for estimating the wideband mmWave channel in the time-domain. Important practical features critical for mmWave system modeling are incorporated in our sparse formulation. The proposed formulation simultaneously leverages the structure of the frequency-selective large antenna mmWave channel in both the delay and angular domains. This avoids the multiple measurement problem in the frequency-domain. Unlike prior work which either relies on fully-digital and/or OFDM systems for wideband channel estimation [25] - [27] , our proposed approach works both for SC-FDE and OFDM based frequency-selective hybrid mmWave systems. To our knowledge there is no previous work in mmWave channel estimation that also uses a grid in the delay domain along with the angle domain.
• We present an algorithm for estimating the wideband mmWave channel in the frequency-domain, for an OFDM system. A critical step in this formulation is the use of zero padding, instead of cyclic prefixing. Zero padding helps analog circuitry reconfiguration from one OFDM symbol to the next, without corrupting the training data at the symbol edges. Most prior work, including [25] and [26] , did not exploit the fact that baseband channel is band-limited and assumed perfect frequency domain equalization, or OFDM where the cyclic prefixing is not corrupted -thanks to perfect analog circuitry reconfiguration. Note also that not considering the bandlimiting filter response in the effective baseband channel model artificially enhances the sparsity level in the channel as we explain later in the manuscript. In practice, these constraints necessitate additional change in the receiver chain, making the proposed frequency-domain formulation of the channel estimation problem novel.
• We propose explicit algorithms to solve the sparse recovery problems in (1) purely time-domain, (2) purely frequency-domain, and (3) combined time-frequency domains. The different approaches proposed in this paper can be suitably used for different scenarios based on system level constraints and implementation. Our proposed time-domain algorithms leverage the dictionary formulation that accounts for the sparsity in the delay domain, while the frequency-domain techniques work independent of the delay domain sparsity constraints. These proposed algorithms could serve as a baseline for future work that model a practical hardware-constrained wideband mmWave hybrid system. • Unlike our prior work in [1] , we leverage the hybrid architecture at the both at the transmitter and the receiver of mmWave wideband systems, to show how compressive sensing, hybrid precoding and combining result in low training overhead for explicit channel estimation in frequency-selective mmWave systems in both timedomain and frequency-domain. The proposed channel estimation techniques can be used to enable MIMO and multi-user communication in 802.11ad, as a potential application area. It is explained through simulation results that the proposed algorithms require significantly less training than when beam training (eg. IEEE 802.11ad) is used for estimating the dominant angles of arrival and departure of the channel. A strict comparison with existing beam training algorithms in terms of rate performance is not reasonable since they focus, not on estimating the explicit frequency-selective mmWave MIMO channel, but on estimating beam pairs that give good link SNR. Ensuring low estimation error rates in our proposed algorithms, however, implies that efficient hybrid precoders and combiners can be designed to support rates similar to all-digital solutions [28] . We therefore rely mainly on the average error rates to compare the efficiency of our approaches. We show that utilizing multiple RF chains at the transceivers further reduces the estimation error and the training overhead. Simulation results compare the three proposed techniques. The performance of the proposed techniques as system and channel parameters are varied are presented to identify which approach suits better for a given scenario.
Notation:
We use the following notation in the rest of the paper: bold uppercase A is used to denote matrices, bold lower case a denotes a column vector, and non-bold lower case a is used to denote scalar values. We use A to denote a set. Further, ||A|| F is the Frobenius norm, and A * ,Ā and A T are the conjugate transpose, conjugate, and transpose of the matrix A. The (i, j )th entry of matrix A is denoted using 
II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODELS
In this section, we present the SC-FDE hybrid architecture based system model, followed by a description of the adopted wideband mmWave channel model. The time-domain channel estimation algorithm proposed in Section III operates on this kind of SCE-FDE hybrid system, while the frequencydomain approach described in Section IV can be applied to OFDM-based hybrid MIMO systems as that in [28] .
A. System Model
Consider a single-user mmWave MIMO system with a transmitter having N t antennas and a receiver with N r antennas. Both the transmitter and the receiver are assumed to have N RF RF chains as shown in Fig. 1 . The hybrid precoder and combiner used in the frequency-selective mmWave system is generally of the form
respectively for the kth subcarrier [28] . In this paper, we focus on the channel estimation having the training precoders/combiners done in the time-domain, so we will use F and W (without k) to denote the time-domain training precoders/combiners. Accordingly, the transmitter uses a hybrid precoder F = F RF F BB ∈ C N t ×N s , N s being the number of data streams that can be transmitted.
Denoting the symbol vector at instance n as
The N r × N t channel matrix between the transmitter and the receiver is assumed to be frequency-selective, having a delay tap length N c and is denoted as
With v[n] ∼ N 0, σ 2 I denoting the additive noise vector, the received signal can be written as
The noise sample variance σ 2 = N o B, where B is the wideband system bandwidth, so that the received signal SNR = ρ/σ 2 . The receiver applies a hybrid combiner W = W RF W BB ∈ C N r ×N s , so that the post combining signal at the receiver is
There are several RF precoder and combiner architectures that can be implemented [13] . In this paper, we assume a fully connected phase shifting network [13] . We also consider the constraint so that only quantized angles in
can be realized in the phase shifters. Here N Q is the number of angle quantization bits. This implies
B. Channel Model
Consider a geometric channel model [12] , [27] for the frequency-selective mmWave channel consisting of N p paths. The dth delay tap of the channel (for d = 0, 1, ..., N c − 1) can be expressed as
where p(τ ) denotes the band-limited pulse shaping filter response evaluated at τ , α ∈ C is the complex gain of the th channel path, τ ∈ R is the delay of the th path, φ ∈ [0, 2π) and θ ∈ [0, 2π) are the angles of arrival and departure, respectively of the th path, and a R (φ ) ∈ C N r ×1 and a T (θ ) ∈ C N t ×1 denote the antenna array response vectors of the receiver and transmitter, respectively. Note that, the effective baseband channel is seen through the RF front end (analog processing) and hence would include the filter response used for band limiting the signal in the receiver chain, as modeled in (4). The transmitter and the receiver are assumed to know the array response vectors. The proposed estimation algorithm applies to any arbitrary antenna array configuration. The channel model in (4) can be written compactly as
where d ∈ C N p ×N p is diagonal with non-zero entries α p(dT s − τ ), and A R ∈ C N r ×N p and A T ∈ C N t ×N p contain the columns a R (φ ) and a T (θ ), respectively. Under this notation, vectorizing the channel matrix in (5) gives
Note that the th column ofĀ T • A R is of the formā T (θ ) ⊗ a R (φ ). We define the vectorized channel
which is the unknown signal that is estimated using the channel estimation algorithms proposed in the paper. We assume that the average channel power E h c 2 2 = N r N t to facilitate comparison of the various channel estimation approaches proposed next.
III. TIME-DOMAIN CHANNEL ESTIMATION
VIA COMPRESSED SENSING In this section, we present our proposed time-domain explicit channel estimation algorithm that leverages sparsity in the wideband mmWave channel. The hardware constraints on the training frame structure and the precoding-combining beam patterns are also explained.
A. Sparse Formulation in the Time-Domain
For the sparse formulation of the proposed time-domain approach, consider block transmission of training frames, with a zero prefix (ZP) appended to each frame [24] , [29] . The frame length is assumed to be N and the ZP length is set to N c − 1, with N > N c , the number of discrete time MIMO channel taps. A hybrid architecture is assumed at the transmitter and the receiver as shown in Fig. 2 . The use of block transmission with N c − 1 zero padding is important here, since it allows reconfiguring the RF circuits from one frame to the other and avoids loss of training data during this reconfiguration. This also avoids inter-frame interference. Also note that for symboling rate of 1760 MHZ (the chip rate used in IEEE 802.11ad preamble), it is impractical to use different precoders and combiners for different symbols. It is more feasible, however, to reconfigure the RF circuitry for different frames with N ∼ 16 − 512 symbols.
To formulate the sparse recovery problem, we assume that N RF is the number of RF chains used at the transceivers. For the mth training frame, the transmitter uses an RF precoder F m ∈ C N t ×N RF , that can be realized using quantized angles at the analog phase shifters. Then, the nth symbol of the mth received frame is where s m [n] ∈ C N RF ×1 is the nth training data symbol of the mth training frame
Note from (8) that due to multi-path fading the unknown parameters of the channel (contained within
are all entangled, and potentially also suppressed, due to adding up non-coherently. The proposed training frame structure and the sparsifying dictionary that we propose in the sequel, still expose the channel to enable sparse recovery. At the receiver, an RF combiner W m ∈ C N r ×N RF realized using quantized angles at the analog phase shifters is used during the mth training phase. The post-combining signal is ⎡
. . .
where
is of dimension N × N c N RF , and
Using the matrix equality vec (ABC) = C T ⊗ A vec (B) and the notation for the vectorized channel in (7), vectorizing (10) gives
Using the form in (6) and denoting
can be expressed as
In (14), the matrices A T and A R , and the complex gains {α i } and delays {τ i } contained within γ ,d are all unknowns that need to be estimated to get the explicit multi-tap MIMO channel. Next, we recover these by estimating the columns of a suitably defined dictionary via sparse recovery.
To formulate the compressed sensing problem in the timedomain, we first exploit the sparse nature of the channel in the angular domain. Accordingly, we define the matrices A tx and A rx used for sparse recovery, that can be computed apriori at the receiver. The N t × G t matrix A tx consists of columns a T (θ x ), withθ x drawn from a quantized angle grid of size G t , and the N r × G r matrix A rx consists of columns a R (φ x ), with φ x drawn from a quantized angle grid of size G r . Neglecting the grid quantization error, we can then express (13) as
Note that the actual frequency-selective mmWave channel as seen at the baseband has angles of arrival and departure drawn from [0, 2π). The quantization used for constructing the dictionary, when fine enough, can ensure that the dominant AoAs and AoDs are captured as columns ofĀ tx ⊗ A rx . The error incurred due to the angle grid quantization is investigated in Section VI, where we assume offgrid values for the AoA/AoD in the simulations. With this, the signalx td consisting of the time-domain channel gains and pulse shaping filter response is more sparse than the unknown vector in (14) , and is of size N c G r G t × 1. Next, the band-limited nature of the sampled pulse shaping filter is used to operate with an unknown channel vector with a lower sparsity level. For that, we look at the sampled version of the pulse-shaping filter p d having entries
. . , N c and n = 1, 2, . . . , G c . Then, neglecting the quantization error due to sampling in the delay domain, we can write (15) as
and x td ∈ C G c G r G t ×1 is the N p -sparse vector containing the time-domain complex channel gains. Stacking M such measurements obtained from sending M training frames and using a different RF precoder and combiner for each frame, we have
is the measured time-domain signal,
is the time-domain measurement matrix, and
is the dictionary in the time-domain. The beamforming and combining vectors F m , W m , m = 1, 2, · · · , M used for training have the phase angles chosen uniformly at random from the set A in (3).
B. AoA/AoD and Channel Gain Estimation in the Time-Domain
With the sparse formulation of the mmWave channel estimation problem in (18) , compressed sensing tools can be first used to estimate the AoA and AoD. The support of x td corresponds to a particular AoA, AoD and path delay, and hence estimating the support of x td amounts to estimating a channel path, and the corresponding non-zero value corresponds to the path gain. Note that we can increase or decrease the angle quantization grid sizes G r and G t , and the delay domain quantization grid size G c , used for constructing the time-domain dictionary to minimize the quantization error. As the sensing matrix is known at the receiver, sparse recovery algorithms can be used to estimate the AoA and AoD.
To estimate the support of the sparse vector x td , we solve the optimization problem min x td x td 1 such that y td − td td x td 2 ≤ . (23) We consider Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) for solving (23), as used previously in [14] and [30] . There are several stopping criteria for OMP that can be used to solve (23) . When the sparsity level N p is known apriori, reaching that level could be used to stop the algorithm. When such information cannot be guessed before hand (which itself is an estimation problem), the residual error falling below a certain threshold is often used to terminate the recursive OMP algorithm. Accordingly, in the presence of noise, a suitable choice for the threshold is the noise variance. Hence, we assume the noise power as the stopping threshold, i.e., = E[e * e].
It is important to note that the performance of OMP algorithm depends on the properties of sensing matrix, such as mutual coherence and restricted isometry property. In this context, IID Guassian random sensing matrices are beneficial [25] . In a hybrid mmWave system, however, generating IID random sensing matrices is infeasible due to the hardware limitations of the RF precoders and combiners. Considering various hybrid architectures, [13] analyzed the mutual coherence of the sensing matrix for a narrowband sparse formulation. Due to the complicated structure of the sensing matrix, however, only a few special cases are considered in [13] . The wideband sparse formulation does not simplify things any further. Therefore, to understand the performance of the OMP algorithm, we resort to simulations later on.
Following the support estimation via sparse recovery, the channel gains can be estimated. While there are many ways to estimate the gains, even directly from OMP, we only give the details for one approach next -using least squares. The various methods are based on plugging in the columns of the sparsifying time-domain dictionary matrix corresponding to the estimated support. That is, let S td be the estimated support set using sparse recovery in the proposed time-domain formulation. Then, using (18), we have
so that the channel coefficients via least squares iŝ
IV. FREQUENCY-DOMAIN CHANNEL ESTIMATION VIA COMPRESSED SENSING In this section, we explain how the compressed sensing problem can be formulated in the frequency-domain. The additional modifications needed in the system model, and the corresponding advantages and disadvantages are also explained in this section. Using the geometric channel model in (4), the complex channel matrix in the frequency-domain can be written as
Defining
kd K a compact expression can be derived
Vectorizing (27) gives the unknown signal that is estimated using the frequency-domain estimation algorithm,
Note that the vector channel representation of the kth subcarrier in (28) , is similar to the time-domain vector representation in (6). The key difference, however, is that, unlike the timedomain approach, each of the unknown vectors corresponding to the K subcarriers can be estimated separately, in parallel as explained next.
A. Sparse Formulation in the Frequency-Domain
For the sparse formulation in the proposed frequencydomain approach, appropriate signal processing is performed to convert the linear convolution occurring during the frame transmission in the system to a circular convolution in the time-domain. We would like to remind the readers that we propose ZP instead of cyclic prefix for the training frames to facilitate reconfiguration of the RF precoders and combiners from frame to frame. With ZP assumed in the frame structure of the training preamble, the overlapping and sum [31] method is used, followed by the K -point FFT to formulate the frequency-domain sparse channel estimation problem per subcarrier k = 1, 2, · · · , K . The overlap and add method essentially involves adding the last N c − 1 samples to first N c − 1 samples as shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3 also illustrates the proposed system model in the time-domain with the hybrid architecture and signal processing components required for the frequency-domain channel estimation in an SC-FDE system with ZP. Alternatively, for an OFDM based system, the digital processing may be implemented in the frequency-domain after the FFT operation. The advantage of the proposed frequencydomain approach is that different baseband precoders and combiners can be used for different subcarriers [28] in the frequency-domain, while the RF processing is frequency-flat. The proposed frequency-domain approach, therefore, works for both SC-FDE and OFDM systems, where the received signal is processed per-subcarrier. We next look into the received signal in the kth subcarrier.
With F m denoting the RF precoder used at the transmitter for the transmission of the mth training frame/OFDM symbol, and W m , the corresponding RF combiner, the post-combining signal in the kth subcarrier can be written as
is the kth coefficient of the K -point FFT of mth time-domain transmit frame. The covariance of the frequency-domain noise vector in (29) 
The frequency flat RF combiners and precoders are assumed to be realized with a network of phase shifters with phase angles drawn from a finite set, as before. Vectorizing (29) , and substituting (28) gives
Assuming the AoAs and AoDs are drawn from a grid of size G r and G t , respectively, and neglecting the quantization error, we can write (31) in terms of the dictionary matrices defined in Section III as follows:
being N p -sparse. Stacking M such measurements obtained over the course of M training frame transmission, each with a different pair of RF precoder and combiner, we have the following sparse formulation for the kth subcarrier:
in terms of the frequency-domain dictionary fd = Ā tx ⊗ A rx ∈ C N r N t ×G r G t and the measurement matrix in the frequency-domain
The covariance of the noise in (33) is
B. AoA/AoD and Channel Gain Estimation per Subcarrier
As discussed previously in Section III-B, we first estimate the support ofx [k] , that corresponds to a particular AoA and AoD, and then proceed to estimate the MIMO channel coefficients of the kth subcarrier, which correspond to the non-zero values ofx [k] . As with the time-domain approach, we solve the following optimization problem 
so that, using least square estimation,
Note that using the sparse formulation in (33), the AoAs/AoDs and the channel coefficients of the the kth subcarrier can be estimated. Repeating the same for all the K subcarriers fully characterizes the frequencyselective mmWave channel. While the dimensions of the matrices involved in the frequency-domain compressed sensing problem is smaller in comparison to the time-domain formulation in Section III, the channel estimation should be invoked K times to fully recover the channel coefficients. Alternatively, frequency-domain correlation could be utilized to estimate the channel in a few subcarriers, and then interpolated to obtain the MIMO channel estimates of all the K subcarriers. In either case, additional pre-processing and FFT operation are required to perform the frequency-domain channel estimation.
V. COMBINED TIME-FREQUENCY COMPRESSIVE CHANNEL ESTIMATION
In this section, we formulate a technique via compressed sensing for explicit channel estimation, jointly in time and frequency. The key idea is to estimate the angles of arrival and departure via compressed sensing in the frequency-domain, and then use the estimates to evaluate the channel gains and path delays in the time-domain to obtain the entire channel.
The transmitter chain for the proposed combined timefrequency compressive channel estimation approach is the same as in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . The system model for the receiver chain in Fig. 3 can be employed to perform sparse support recovery of the angles in the frequency-domain for the proposed estimation approach in this section. Following the compressive support estimation, the pre-computed dictionary matrices in the time-domain, and the measurement matrices can be used to estimate the channel coefficients of the frequency-selective mmWave MIMO channel, as explained momentarily.
From (28) and (31), we can express the frequency-domain received signal in the kth subcarrier, in terms of the actual AoAs and AoDs in the vector form as follows
with the noise covariance
AoA/AoD Estimation in Frequency-Domain and Channel
Gain Estimation in Time-Domain: Note from (39), the AoA and AoD information in each subcarrier k is the same, and contained inĀ T • A R , whose th column is of the formā T (θ ) ⊗ a R (φ ). Therefore, using sparse recovery in 1 ≤ P ≤ K number of subcarriers parallely, and using the union of all the estimated angles, we can get a support set of the AoAs, denoted as S A and a set of AoD estimates denoted as S D . One option to estimate the support is to use OMP as explained in Section IV-B, for P subcarriers in parallel. Since several angles might be estimated incorrectly due to sparse recovery under the influence of noise, using P parallel OMPs may not necessarily enhance performance. This is because we retain all the (potentially faulty) angle estimates on the P subcarrier. Prior work in [25] , [32] , and [33] have studied methods to estimate a common support set from multiple parallel measurements. Such techniques may also be employed to recover the support set containing the AoA/AoD information in the frequency-domain, both here as well as in the proposed approach in Section IV.
Following the support recovery in the frequency-domain, to recover the entire channel, we switch to the time-domain formulation in (15) , (18) - (22), but restrict to the set S = {S A , S D }. Accordingly, we can write the effective timedomain equation, conditioned on the estimated support set S as
where td is that in (21), the noise covariance of e is that in (20) , and
is the dictionary matrix conditioned on the knowledge of the support set. The unknown x td in (40), contains channel coefficients in the time-domain, which can now be obtained via least squares or MMSE to recover the entire MIMO channel matrices corresponding to all the delay taps. That is, from (40)
The advantage of using the combined time-frequency approach for the wideband channel estimation is twofold. First, since the sparse recovery is done in the frequency-domain, the sizes of the measurement matrix and the dictionary are M N RF × N r N t and N r N t × G r G t , respectively, that are much smaller than the corresponding time-domain matrices td and td . Secondly, unlike the frequency-domain approach, the channel estimates need not be separately evaluated per subcarrier, but only once in the time-domain, thus further reducing the computation complexity.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, the performance of the three proposed channel estimation algorithm are provided. For the compressed sensing estimation of the angles of arrival and departure, orthogonal matching pursuit is used. The channel gains are then estimated using least squares.
We assume uniform linear array (ULA) with half wavelength antenna element separation for the simulations. For such a ULA,
The AoA and AoD quantization used for constructing the transmitter and receiver dictionary matrices are taken from an angle grid of size G r and G t , respectively. This implies that the th column of A tx is a T (θ ), whereθ = cosine pulse shaping signal is assumed to have a roll-off factor of 0.8.
Letĥ c ∈ C N c N r N t ×1 denote the estimated channel vector. We use the following metrics to compare the performance of our proposed channel estimation algorithms: 1) the normalized mean squared error (NMSE) of the channel estimates defined as
2) the ergodic spectral efficiency as defined in [27] . Fig. 4 shows the NMSE as a function of the post-combining received signal SNR using the proposed time-domain channel estimation approach. Here we assume N r = 16, N t = 32, N c = 4, N = 16 and N p = 2. The time-domain dictionary is constructed with the parameters G r = 32, G t = 64, and G c = 8. From Fig. 4 , it can be seen that with training length of even 80 − 100 frames, sufficiently low channel estimation error can be ensured. For comparing the recovery performance of the sensing matrix using OMP, we plot the NMSE for the case where the sparse recovery is perfect (i.e., the exact angles and delays are provided by a genie). In Fig. 4 , we also provide the NMSE when the AoA and AoD of the mmWave channel are drawn from quantized grids with G t = 64 and G r = 32 that are used to construct the dictionaries. The gap between the genie-aided perfect sparse recovery curve and that obtained when the parameters fall exactly on the grid elements captures the performance of the recovery algorithm used. Future work could try to narrow this gap using better recovery algorithms. Fig. 5 shows how employing multiple RF chains at the transmitter and receiver can give good improvement in the estimation performance while requiring fewer number of training frame transmissions. We assume the same set of parameters as those used for generating Fig. 4 , and the proposed time-domain channel estimation approach, while altering the number of RF chains used at the transceivers. In Fig. 5 , we assume M = 60 frames are transmitted for training. The improvement in NMSE performance occurs thanks to a larger number of measurements per training frame, resulting in smaller estimation error via compressed sensing. Further, employing multiple RF chains also increases the number of effective combining/precoding beam patterns that scale with N RF . So, larger N RF is preferred to decrease the estimation error and to fully leverage the hybrid architecture in wideband mmWave systems.
In both Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , we considered averaged NMSE to highlight the effectiveness of the proposed time-domain channel estimation algorithm and the performance gain when multiple RF chains are employed at the transmitter and receiver. In Fig. 6 , the achievable spectral efficiency is plotted as a function of number of training steps M. We assume the same set of parameters as that in Fig. 4 , and the ergodic spectral efficiency computation used in [27] for SNR = 5 dB. It is observed that having more RF combiners results in fewer number of training frame transmissions to achieve the same spectral efficiency. This also shows that the NMSE levels in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are sufficient to obtain achievable spectral efficiency provided by an all-digital system. Note that we compare all-digital spectral efficiency results in Fig. 6 because it is known that optimal frequency-selective hybrid precoder and combiner, designed based on the MIMO channel knowledge can achieve spectral efficiency similar to that guaranteed by an all-digital system [28] .
In Fig. 4 , we see that an error gap exists between the cases where the AoA/AoD fall within the quantized grid and when Average NMSE versus SNR (assuming N r = N t = 16) using the proposed frequency-domain channel estimation approach. The number of angles in the quantized grid used for generating the dictionary is denoted as G r (for AoA) and G t (for AoD). The figure shows how increasing G t and G r reduces the grid quantization error for a given antenna size.
the AoA/AoD are arbitrary. This gap is especially enhanced at higher SNR levels. Intuitively, thanks to our flexible and generic sparsifying dictionary construction, choosing larger values for G r (G t ) in comparison with N r (N t ) can further narrow the error gap between the two cases. Similarly, increasing G c in comparison to N c also helps, as the dictionary will become more and more robust. This capability of our dictionary design is shown in Fig. 7 where we plot the NMSE Fig. 8 .
Average NMSE versus the number of paths N p , for different hybrid configurations at the transceivers using the proposed combined timefrequency domain channel estimation approach. Increasing N p increases the number of unknown parameters of the channel, and hence higher number of compressive measurements are required to get the required target estimation error performance.
for different values of the grid sizes along with the NMSE obtained when there is no error due to angle quantization. For plotting this baseline curve, we assume the exact angles are provided by a genie, similar to how we plot the reference curve in Fig. 4 .
In Fig. 8 , we plot the NMSE as a function of the number of paths in the channel for various RF combiner setups at the receiver. The proposed combined time-frequency domain channel estimation approach is used with N r = N t = 32, G r = G t = 64, N = 32, N c = 8 and M = 60 compressive training steps. In Fig. 8 , we use sparse recovery in P = 1 subcarrier in the frequency-domain to estimate the AoAs and AoDs, before switching to the time-domain to estimate all the gain coefficients of the channel paths. As N p is increased, the number of unknown parameters in the channel increases, thus increasing the estimation error for a given number of training steps and hardware configuration. Increasing the number of RF combiners, however, helps reduce the NMSE to meet a target estimation error performance.
In Fig. 9 , we look the error performance of the three proposed channel estimation approaches by plotting the NMSE as a function of SNR. We assume N r = N t = 32, G r = G t = 64, M = 60, N c = 4 and N p = 2. The number of RF chains at the transceivers N RF is assumed to be 4. The combined time-frequency approach is assumed to use OMP on P = 1 subcarrier in the frequency-domain to recover the angles of arrival and departure. For constructing the time-domain dictionary, we assume G c = 2N c delay quantization parameter. It can be seen that the time-domain and combined timefrequency approaches give the best error performance whereas the proposed frequency-domain approach results is large estimation error, especially at lower SNRs. This is mainly due to the accumulation of error incurred due to K parallel OMPs Fig. 9 . Plot showing the error performance of the three compressed sensing based channel estimation approaches proposed in the paper as a function of SNR. At low SNR the time-domain approach has the least average NMSE, while at higher SNRs, all the three proposed approaches give similar performance. Fig. 10 . Plot showing the error performance of the three proposed approaches, as a function of the number of paths N p in the channel. Increasing N p degrades the average NMSE performance. While the proposed time-domain approach gives the minimum average NMSE when the number of paths is small, the frequency-domain approach gives the best error performance for larger N p .
in the frequency, which is avoided in the combined timefrequency approach and the proposed time-domain approach, which invoke the sparse recovery algorithm only once (when P = 1). At higher SNRs, however, the three proposed approaches give similar estimation error performance.
In Fig. 10 , we compare the three proposed approaches' error performance as the number of channel paths is increased. We set G r = G t = 2N r = 2N t = 64, and assume 4 RF chains at the transceivers. The training frame length of N = 16 is assumed for the wideband channel of N c = 4 delay taps. For each case, M = 60 training steps are assumed. As the number of channel paths is increased, all the approaches perform worse. In particular, for a given delay quantization parameter G c = 2N c , assumed for the time-domain approach's plot in Fig. 10 , the degradation in NMSE is significant as the delay estimation results in more error. For smaller number of channel paths, however, the time-domain approach gives lower channel estimation error. The plot also shows that when the number of delay taps is smaller compared to the number of paths in the channel, frequency-domain techniques perform better.
A comparison of the performance of the three proposed approaches as a function of the number of training steps is shown in Fig. 11 . We set the SNR to 5 dB here and assume G r = G t = 2N r = 2N t = 64. Each training frame is assumed to be of length 16 symbols, for a frequency-selective mmWave channel of tap length 4, and channel paths 2. The NMSE plots in Fig. 11 is assumed 4 RF chains at the transceivers with 2 bit quantization at the phase shifters during channel estimation. It can be seen that while, with a few training steps the combined time-frequency approach and the proposed frequencydomain approach outperform the time-domain approach, with larger number of training steps, the time-domain approach gives the least NMSE.
To compare and comment on the overhead in channel training in the proposed compressive sensing based approaches, consider the short preamble structure used in IEEE 802.11ad [10] , which is of duration 1.891μs. At a chip rate of 1760 MHz, this short preamble consisting of the short training frame (STF) and the channel estimation frame (CEF) amounts to more than 3200 symbols. After the end of this short preamble transmission, IEEE 802.11ad beamforming protocol then switches to a different beam pair combination, and the process is repeated recursively to estimate the best set of beamforming directions. For the setting in Fig. 11 , however, M N = 1600 symbols are only required for the proposed approaches to achieve low average NMSE and explicit estimation of the frequency-selective MIMO channel.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed wideband channel estimation algorithms for frequency-selective mmWave systems using a hybrid architecture at the transmitter and receiver. The system model adopts zero padding that allows enough time for switching the analog beams and, hence, well matches the hybrid architectures. The proposed channel estimation algorithms are based on sparse recovery and can support MIMO operation in mmWave systems since the entire channel is estimated after the beam training phase. Three different approaches -in purely time, in purely frequency and a combined time-frequency approach were proposed, that can be used in both SC-FDE and OFDM based wideband mmWave systems. Leveraging the frame structure and the hybrid architecture at the transceivers, it was shown that compressed sensing tools can be used for mmWave channel estimation. Simulation results showed that the proposed algorithms required very few training frames to ensure low estimation error. It was shown that further reduction in the training overhead and estimation error can be obtained by employing multiple RF chains at the transceivers.
